
 

HANGMAN’S FRACTURE 

 

Kelly Gang Armour, steel and leather, 1880, State Library of Victoria 

 



… but not wishing to take their lives we waited. McIntyre laid the gun against a stump and 

Lonigan sat on the log I advanced, my brother Dan keepin McIntyre covered which he took 

to be constable Flood and had he not obeyed my orders, or at-tempted to reach for the gun 

or draw his revolver he would have been shot dead but when I called on them to throw up 

their hands McIntyre obeyed and Lonigan ran some six or seven yards to a battery of logs 

insted of dropping behind the one he was sitting on, he had just got to the logs and put his 

head up to take aim when I shot him that instant or he would have shot me as I took him to be 

Strachan the man who said he would not ask me to stand he would shoot me first like a 

dog…. 

 

…I stopped at the logs and Dan went back to the spring for fear the tropers would come in 

that way but I soon heard them coming up the creek. I told McIntyre to tell them to give up 

their arms, he spoke to Kennedy who was some distance in front of Scanlan he reached for 

his revolver and jumped off, on the off side of his horse and got behind a tree when I called 

on them to throw up their arms and Scanlan who carried the rifle slewed his horse around to 

gallop away but the horse would not go and as quick as thought fired at me with the rifle 

without unslinging it and was in the act of firing again when I had to shoot him and he fell 

from his horse.  

 

I could have shot them without speaking but their lives was no good to me. McIntyre jumped 

on Kennedys horse and I allowed him to go as I did not like to shoot him after he 

surrendered or I would have shot him as he was between me and Kennedy therefore I could 

not shoot Kennedy without shooting him first. Kennedy kept firing from behind the tree my 

brother Dan advanced and Kennedy ran I followed him he stopped behind another tree and 

fired again. I shot him in the arm pit and he dropped his revolver and ran I fired again with 

the gun as he slewed around to surrender I did not know he had dropped his revolver. the 

bullet passed through the right side of his chest & he could not live or I would have let him 

go had they been my own brother I could not help shooting there or else let them shoot me 

which they would have done had their bullets been directed as they intended them…. 

 

….I had not been cowardly enough to lie down for them under such trying circumstances and 

insults to my people certainly their wives and children are to be pitied but they must 

remember those men came into the bush with the intention of scattering pieces of me and my 

brother all over the bush and yet they know and acknowledge I have been wronged and my 

mother and four or five men lagged innocent and is my brothers and sisters and my mother 

not to be pitied also who has no alternative only to put up with the brutal and cowardly 

conduct of a parcel of big ugly fat-necked wombat headed big bellied magpie legged narrow 

hipped splaw-footed sons of Irish Bailiffs or english landlords which is better known as 

Officers of Justice or Victorian Police… 

 

….A Policeman is a disgrace to his country, not alone to the mother that suckled him, in the 

first place he is a rogue in his heart but too cowardly to follow it up without having the force 

to disguise it. next he is traitor to his country ancestors and religion as they were all 

catholics before the Saxons and Cranmore yoke held sway since then they were persecuted 

massacreed thrown into martrydom and tortured beyond the ideas of the present 

generation… 

 

What would people say if they saw a strapping big lump of an Irishman shepherding sheep 

for fifteen bob a week or tailing turkeys in Tallarook ranges for a smile from Julia or even 

begging his tucker, they would say he ought to be ashamed of himself and tar-and--feather 

him But he would be a king to a policeman who for a lazy loafing cowardly bilit left the ash 

corner deserted the shamrock the emblem of true wit and beauty to serve under a flag and 

nation that has destroyed massacreed and murdered their fore-fathers by the greatest of 

torture as rolling them down hill in spiked barrels pulling their toe and finger nails and on 



the wheel. and every torture imaginable more was transported to Van Diemand's Land to 

pine their young lives away in starvation and misery among tyrants worse than the promised 

hell itself all of true blood bone and beauty, that was not murdered on their own soil, or had 

fled to America or other countries to bloom again another day, were doomed to Port 

Mcquarie Toweringabbie norfolk island and Emu plains and in those places of tyrany and 

condemnation many a blooming Irishman rather than subdue to the Saxon yoke…  

 

…What would England do if America declared war and hoisted a green flag as its all 

Irishmen that has got command of her armies forts and batteries even her very life guards 

and beef tasters are Irish. Would they not slew around and fight her with their own arms for 

the sake of the colour they dare not wear for years. And to reinstate it and raise old Erin’s 

isle once more, from the pressure and tyrannism of the English yoke, which has kept it in 

poverty and starvation, and caused them to wear the enemys coats. What else can England 

expect?…I have never interefered with any person unless they deserved it…”  

 

Excerpts from the “Jerilderie Letter”, Edward Kelly, 1879, State Library Victoria.  

 

Above are chilling experts from the “Jerilderie Letter”, supposedly written by Ned Kelly in 

1879. Ned was largely illiterate however and some historians think that the letter was 

actually dictated by him to Joe Byrne. It provides a fascinating insight into the origins, for 

better or worse, of many aspects of the Australian cultural psyche, sticking up for mates and 

family (…I have been wronged and …is my brothers and sisters and my mother not to be 

pitied), a sense of “larrikinism”,  (…to put up with the brutal and cowardly conduct of a 

parcel of big ugly fat-necked wombat headed big bellied magpie legged narrow hipped 

splaw-footed sons of Irish Bailiffs or English landlords which is better known as Officers of 

Justice or Victorian Police…), a fair go, (…McIntyre jumped on Kennedys horse and I 

allowed him to go as I did not like to shoot him after he surrendered…), never say die, (…or 

had fled to America or other countries to bloom again another day…), support for the 

underdog, (…And to reinstate it and raise old Erin’s isle once more, from the pressure and 

tyrannism of the English yoke..), disdain for authority, (…I shall be compelled to make an 

example of some of them if they cannot find no other employment…), pride in a convict 

ancestry, (…were doomed to Port Mcquarie Toweringabbie norfolk island and Emu plains 

and in those places of tyrany and condemnation many a blooming Irishman rather than 

subdue to the Saxon yoke…) and finally a good humored sense of fate, “…here’s to a short 

life, but a merry one!”  

 

It is difficult not to underestimate the impact that Ned Kelly his brother Dan Kelly and their 

mates Steve Hart and Joe Byrne have had on the make up of many aspects of the Australian 

cultural identity. As admirable (arguably for some of them) as these traits are few today 

would appreciate the antiquity of the historical background that inspired them. Ned’s 

generation was only once removed from the “Old World” and he was deeply influenced by a 

sense of oppression whose origins can be traced back to the Saxon invasions of the Celtic 

lands upon the collapse of the Western Roman Empire. The emigration to new lands in the 

Americas and Australia during the course of the Nineteenth century was a chance for a new 

start, free from the “baggage” of the Old World. Unfortunately Ned’s generation was still 

too close to the Old World, for emigration to be of much help, however over 130 years after 

his death the ideal of a new start perhaps has been achieved. In the 21
st
 century the majority 

would not have any idea who was Catholic or Protestant, Irish or English, we are Australian 

originally from different lands but now able to draw on the positive aspects of a shared 

cultural heritage having finally let go of the “Old World”. As immigrants from successive 

new countries come to Australia it is to be hoped that like the Irish and English  that old 

enmities can be left behind and a new richness to the Australian heritage can be added for 

our future generations. Unfortunately however this process often takes time, even 

generations…but as Ned put it just before he was hung…“such is life”.  



HANGMAN’S FRACTURE 

 

Introduction 

 

The “Hangman’s fracture” is bilateral fractures through the pedicles (or laminae or pars 

interarticularis) of C2 (the axis). It is an unstable fracture; at high risk for associated 

neurological injury. 

 

The exact mechanism by which it occurs will have a profound effect on the neurological 

outcome.  

 

See also guidelines on Near Hanging 

 

Anatomy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Axis: superior and lateral views, (Gray’s Anatomy 1918) 

 

http://www.edcentral.com.au/clinical-resources/james-hayes-guidelines/76-james-hayes-surgery-trauma-guidelines


 

Mechanism 

 

There are 2 important mechanisms by which this injury can occur. 
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● Extension and distraction: 

 

This is the mechanism of the true Hangman’s fracture. It is the mechanism of 

injury in judicial hangings (hence the name). For it to be achieved the victim must 

fall at least the length of their own body height. Death is virtually assured. 

 

It can also occur in a similar but not always fatal way by cyclists who are caught 

under the chin by a tree branch or rope; nevertheless neurological injury will usually 

be profound. 

 

● Extension and axial compression: 

 

This mechanism will give exactly the same radiological appearance as the true 

Hangman’s facture, however in strict terms it is not characterised as such because of 

the difference in mechanism.  

 

The mechanism in these cases very often involve falls from a height with the classic 

examples being falls from a horse or diving into a pool and hitting the bottom. 

 

Another common example of this type of mechanism is that which occurs in motor 

vehicle accidents whereby the head strikes the vehicle roof in extension at the same 

time as the axial compression force. 

 

The significance of the distinction of the two mechanisms lies in the neurological 

outcome. In the case of extension and distraction (or true Hangman’s fracture) death is 

virtually assured in judicial hangings and in other circumstances profound neurological 

deficit is to be expected. 

 

In the case of extension and axial compression, neurological deficit can be surprisingly 

minimal or even non-existent providing there has not been significant associated 

spondylolisthesis of C2 on C3 or that secondary spinal injury has not occurred with 

improper first aid and initial management. 
1
    

 

Clinical Features 

 

Important points of history: 

 

1. The exact mechanism of injury is important to determine in terms of the potential for 

neurological injury. 

 

2. Head injury is an important associated consideration and a careful history needs to be 

included with this in mind when considering the need for a head CT scan.  

 

Important points of examination: 

 

1. As in any multi-trauma there should be an immediate primary survey with attention to 

any ABC issues. 

 

2. The cervical spine should be assessed and immobilized. 



 

3. A careful and thorough neurological assessment needs to be made. 

 

4. The site of bruising may give a clue to mechanism when the history is unclear or 

unobtainable.  

 

 Bruising around the neck is suggestive of the distracting mechanism whilst bruising 

around the top of the forehead is more suggestive of an axial compression 

mechanism. 

 

Investigations 

 

Plain radiology 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Classic appearance of the Hangman’s fracture of the axis with some forward subluxation of 

C2 on C3. 

 

● These fractures are normally readily seen in plain lateral cervical spine x-rays as 

above. 

 

● An additional spondylolisthesis of C2 on C3 can also occur - an even more unstable 

situation - however all types and degrees of this fracture must of course be considered 

unstable. 

 

 



 

CT scan/ CT angiogram: 

 

● CT scan is done routinely, even if the diagnosis is already clear on plain radiography.  

 

 This is to more fully evaluate the extent of bony injury, as well as assessing possible 
associated injuries, particularly to the airway. 

 

● CT angiogram should follow plain CT to assess for any associated injury to the 

 carotid or vertebral arteries.  

 

MRI / MRA: 

 

● MRI/ MRA is the ideal imaging modality to follow up once the diagnosis is made on 

plain radiography, or CT to better define the extent of spinal cord injury, vascular 

injury or hypoxic cerebral injury, where clinically indicated.  

 

Management  

 

1. Immediate attention to any ABC issues 

 

2. Immobilization of the cervical spine in a Philadelphia collar (or similar) 

 

3. IV access and fluid resuscitation as required 

 

4. Analgesia: 

 

 ● IV opioids titrated to clinical effect. 

 

Disposition: 

 

Orthopaedic / Neurosurgical referral: 

 

● Once the diagnosis has been made the patient should be referred urgently to the 

 Orthopaedic / Neurosurgical unit. ORIF will be required. 

 

● If there are neurological deficits referral to a specialist Spinal Unit may be required. 
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